SRC Computers Launches Saturn 1 Server, the First Reconfigurable Hyperscale Server

Server delivers 100:1 performance improvements over existing microprocessor designs

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. – May 28, 2015 – SRC Computers today announced the commercial availability of the Saturn 1 Server, a dynamically reconfigurable server for hyperscale data centers and Web operations. The server provides compute performance typically 100 times faster than that of traditional microprocessor designs and is available through resellers and directly from SRC Computers.

SRC Computers has delivered reconfigurable servers to government agencies since 1999 and is the recognized leader in general-purpose reconfigurable computing. SRC systems allow C programmers to achieve orders of magnitude increases in performance and reductions in power consumption in a smaller footprint than systems that rely on conventional microprocessors alone.

“Existing microprocessor architectures cannot keep up with the demands of hyperscale and cloud computing,” said Jon Huppenthal, SRC Computers President and CEO. “Software developers use every trick in the book to squeeze performance out of hyperscale applications but they cannot overcome the limitations of multi-purpose processor designs. The Saturn 1 Server changes the limits of traditional microprocessor architecture and lets programmers use the code they already have on a radically different architecture.”

The Saturn 1 Server achieves dramatic performance and efficiency improvements by eliminating the unnecessary baggage of traditional microprocessor designs. Latency is minimized because the Saturn 1 Server is an autonomous server and not a PCI accelerator card. The SRC compiler, Carte, converts the developer’s code to a silicon design that can be changed on a subroutine by subroutine basis.

“Our first reaction was pure astonishment when we saw our transaction stream processing performance measured in nanoseconds.” said Todd Rooke, Co-Founder, Jingit. “Jingit achieved more than 500 times performance increase with the new SRC FPGA architecture.”

Unlike traditional Field Programmable Gate Array designs, the Saturn 1 Server lets programmers use the languages and tooling they already know. C and other popular coding languages can be used for programming on a Saturn 1 Server. Hyperscale web services companies have ported their applications to Saturn 1 Servers in three days.

“Traditional general purpose microprocessor-based servers have hit the limit for hyperscale applications,” said Dan Olds, CEO and founder, Gabriel Consulting. “The mega data centers absolutely need higher performance, lower cost alternatives in order to handle ever increasing demand.”

The Saturn 1 Server benefits typical applications and mega data centers across five vectors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Deterministic</td>
<td>Every Saturn 1 Server thread is repeatedly processed in the same amount of time making programming easier and more predictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Performance</td>
<td>Processing time accelerated 100x or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Energy</td>
<td>45 watts per Saturn 1 Server vs. 4500 watts for an equivalent performance mP server and server cooling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Immediate Release

| 4. Footprint | 1% | 1:100 server ratio for same performance. Less data center real estate, less energy, less cooling, less lighting |
| 5. Price     | 25% | Initial CAPEX on Saturn 1 Servers 75% less expensive than mP |

The SRC Saturn 1 Server can provide dramatic improvements in performance across a number of markets including financial services, seismic data processing, real-time transaction processing, signal processing, mobile device infrastructure, hyperscale computing, and big data analytics.

**Pricing, HP support and availability**

The Saturn 1 Server is available through resellers, including Parallel Computing Solutions, and directly from SRC Computers. Saturn 1 Server cartridges are fully approved and supported by Hewlett-Packard for the Moonshot chassis. MSRP for one server is $19,995, and volume discounts are available depending on configuration.

**About SRC Computers, LLC**

SRC Computers, LLC has pioneered the design of innovative adaptable computing architectures, using a combination of micro and reconfigurable processors. SRC Computers is the only reconfigurable system vendor that also provides a tightly integrated ANSI standard C and Fortran high-level language programming environment with both development and debug capability. SRC Computers offers scalable servers, rack mount systems and airborne/portable computing solutions. SRC Computers is privately owned. In addition to its headquarters in Colorado Springs, Colorado SRC Computers also maintains a software development facility in Minneapolis, Minnesota. SRC and Carte are trademarks or registered trademark of SRC Computers, LLC. SRC Computers’ website is located at www.srccomputers.com.

**About Jingit**

Jingit, LLC is a Minneapolis based start-up, innovating at the intersection of commerce and advertising. The company’s mission is to substantially improve marketing incentive programs, powering consumer loyalty and purchasing, using real currency in commerce transactions in real-time. For additional information, visit www.business.jingit.com.
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